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Goals of the

Training
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 Common view
on the project

Empower
competences 

Team Building 

Share feedback
and needs 

 Establish rules of
working together

 Meet Abroad



Exploration of the working space Biblioteca Municipal de Lousada and

introduction of the municipality

Visit to the Centro de Interpretação do Românico, an inspiring journey through

the memories of the Romanesque

First training session with the trainer Alessia Simonetti: 

Getting to know each other and ice breakings

Sharing my local context 

Contributions and expectations

Day 1
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Visit youth projects: first stop Maia where the small company Nidore Candle

Studio produces handmade candles and Coro de Atores, a company of actors

based in Porto who uses theatre and music as a mean of social inclusion

Session with the trainer Alessia Simonetti:

What is coaching? What is mentoring?

Coaching practices & mentoring approach: GROW Model and the OARS technique 

Activity to understand the interconnection of the online platform elements

Check of the status of the M.O.T.H.E.R. Social Platform for Business of Youths:

Francesco Tirinato (Jump Team) outlined the steps necessary to complete the 12

modules

Day 2
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Visit local youth projects such as Terra com Vida, couple of young

entrepreneurs who made organic farming their lifestyle and Carbono Biodiverso

whose aim since 2017 is to preserve the Green Giants of Lousada

Session with the trainer Alessia Simonetti:

What are the characteristics of an effective M.O.T.H.E.R. E-coach

Strategies to connect with the target group of the project 

My personal and professional commitment to the M.O.T.H.E.R project

Presentation by Francesca Politi (JUMP) of the category “Good practices of EU

projects for youths” 

Day 3
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Last training session with Alessia Simonetti:

Feedback activity, Recycle and Proposals and What do I take with me

Final evaluation of the meeting

Delivery of Certificates & celebration

Day 4
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Final Results

E-coaches...

...have empowered their

coaching&mentoring competencies

...are ready to became multipliers for

other youths

...have created an international team able to work

also in autonomy as freelance experts in

entrepreneurship and business acceleration
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Ms Alessia Simonetti, JUMP Team



After being divided the

groups shared results

creating a common list2 working groups

1) Strategies to connect the target group of the

project and our organizations through the e-

coaches.

2) Imagining ourselves in the next months

following the target group as e-coaches inside

the platform and outside. Strategies to facilitate

the effectiveness of the process.



Ideas to work

together at the local,

national and

international level

Short list
4 E- coaches per organization, around 10 users per e-

coach

- Mainly the user have an e-coach of his own country, but

it’s given the possibility to have an international e-coach

from another country/organization

- Picture and professional profile of all e-coaches available

on the platform

- A technical tutorial video easy to find on the web page

that explains how to use and get the best from the

platform

- This video could be the same that is intended to be in

module n.0



Ideas to work

together at the local,

national and

international level

Second part of the list
The suggestion is that this technical tutorial may be available,

visible, and easy to find also on other communication

channels of the project (website, social media, ecc.).

This is useful to facilitate the onboarding of new users and

their understanding of how to use the platform and also as a

promotion tool, to attract youths who may contact us

because they are interested in joining the project.

- A technical FAQ PAGE may be available on MOTHER

webpage and on Jumpacademy

- Create a contact form, easy to find on the platform, to

receive applications from interested youths.



Building a trustful
relationship

One  main  e -coach  follows  each  user

To build a trustful relationship, explore the needs

of the user and support the user to define his path

in M.O.T.H.E.R. project, in and outside the platform

and the training courses.

Each user wil l  stay in contact  with his/her
e-coach and contact  him/her for
questions that  may emerge during the
learning path.



240 youths
to be
reached

In this way the

communication and the

experience of the users

though the platform is

organized in a dimension 1

to 10

Highlights

1 e-coach communicates and follows 10 users,

to avoid the possible scenery in which 240 users (or a

big part of them) write directly to the main contact

form of the platform when they have questions.



The  e -coaching  process

-The e-coach and the user define the way

they will stay in contact, frequency,

modality (email, FB, whatsapp, ecc. ),

according to the availability of the e-

coach and the needs of the user.

- After the matching between an e-coach

and a user, the first contact should be a

VIDEO CALL,

to create a more personal, human, contact

and establish a fruitful relationship.

The  e -coach  as  a  point  of

reference

- If a user, during his path though the

platform, expresses the need/desire to go

deeper into a specific topic that is not part

of the expertise of his own e-ecoach, the

e-coach facilitates the communication

with another e-coach or expert/trainer of

MOTHER project who can share his/her

expertise with the user.



THE  FB

GROUP

- Create a FB GROUP for all users

and e-coaches, where e-coaches

facilitate the interaction and

discussion



M
ore

 actions

- Online meeting among e-coaches, for

coordination and exchange of experiences and

ideas, mutual support, team building + informal

moments.

Key Concepts

- One meeting in the period of the

launch of the platform and then e-

coaches define other dates (maybe

one meeting per month).

- Online meetings and workshops for

users, on specific topics defined by the e-

coaches, according to common interests

and needs emerged by the users.



The launch of the platform should be

done by each organization in presence

and online (also through a live streaming

of the live event on social media ecc.),

taking advantage of the multiplier events

of the project, and also communicated

via newsletter, to all contacts partner

organizations have.

- FACE TO FACE: friends

and families, students,

athletes and coaches,

neighbors, classmates,

sport team leaders, etc. 

SOCIAL MEDIA: Youtube (interviews

with MOTHER project experts,

inspirational videos,

Facebook (specialized groups, personal

account, organization account), 

Tik Tok (videos)

Instagram (Personal account,

specialized groups, reels) 

The communication and
promotion of  the init iat ive may
be developed on several  levels
by e-coaches,  team leaders
and partner organizations,
such as

FAIRS AND

CONFERENCES:

professional fairs for

students, university fairs,

career days

PROMO MATERIALS: blog articles,

flyers (to use them online and

print some to put in specific

places where youths gather, like

Universities that some e-coaches

attend etc.), newsletters and

emails

STRATEGIES



COLLABORATION

with:  Erasmus Institutions,
employment institutes,
Business schools,  Universit ies
and schools,  youth
counseling,  l ibraries,  sport
teams and youth clubs



BRAINSTORMING

M.O.T.H.E.R.

STRATEGIES



BRAINSTORMING

M.O.T.H.E.R.

PROMOTION

COMMUNICATION



GROWTH  IS  NEVER  BY

MERE  CHANCE; IT  IS

THE  RESULT  OF  FORCES

WORKING  TOGETHER.

-  James Cash Penney

Words to Ponder


